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How does one make a scene dark for a scene change?

- Use a black billboard
- Resize it large
- Have it come down to cover the scene for a scene change
How does one change scene from grass to water?

• Make scene dark (black)
• Move the camera to the new scene
• Change the ground to new ground
• Move object (penguin) to objectMarker
• Make scene light again
Announcements

• Assignment 6 – Final Project
  – Part 1 – Due Friday, Nov 15 night – partner form
  – Part 2 – Show us a draft of project – Nov 21
  – Part 3 – Alice project due in websubmit – Dec 2
    • Webpage with Storyboard due Dec 5
  – Part 4 – Demo project – Dec 3 and Dec 5
  – Part 5 – Comment sheet – Dec 3 and Dec 5
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